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Thus labour, the human ... of public communication – is of fundamental importance. If communication is a social process that affects our very understanding of reality, there is good reason for paying.
Understanding Canada: Building on the New Canadian Political Economy
A team of archeologists and geologists has confirmed the oldest cave dwelling at Wonderwerk Cave in South Africa’s Kalahari Desert, dating back nearly two million years. Wonderwerk Cave is an archeolo ...
Canadian researchers help uncover oldest evidence of human activity in African cave
Employees at the Best Workplaces report a significant increase in the frequency of direct communication from leaders ... Maximizing human potential has become the mantra of the Best Workplaces ...
Canadian employees have spoken
Campaigns are central to the practice of modern democracy and integral to political participation in the twenty-first century. In Winning Power, Tom Flanagan ...
Winning Power: Canadian Campaigning in the Twenty-First Century
For the second time in six years the Canadian government has launched a probe into the Canadian military. The new investigation was announced in the wake of fresh allegations involving retired general ...
First shots and second opinions in the third wave
Smith, senior account manager at Hill+Knowlton Strategies As I reflect on the last 12 months, it goes without saying that this has been an extraordinary time for healthcare ...
Where does healthcare communication go from here? By Hill+Knowlton Strategies’ Emily Cope-Smith
It’s not a very remunerative industry for most and the mental health effects from stress can linger for decades, but the mission at the core of this work — to help people in the time of their greatest ...
The human-focused startups of the hellfire
The Prince Albert Daily Herald is Prince Albert's only employee owned and operated, community focused daily Newspaper.
SCFPA disappointed francophone school project not included in budget for second straight year
How can psychiatry meet its ethical duty to mitigate climate change while also promoting collegiality at conferences?
Fostering Human Connection in a Sustainable Virtual World
For geologist Kim Tait, the COVID-19 pandemic coincided with a potentially career-defining project — research that could finally confirm the ...
A Canadian scientist joined the hunt for life on Mars. It beat watching life on Earth crumble
Treena Orchard has received funding from the Canadian Institutes of Health Research ... but they can also prevent us from enjoying the vital benefits of human touch and closeness.
Sex and intimacy coaching can help strengthen connections between people during the COVID-19 pandemic
X-ray images are revealing how these ancient animals moved through the world, what they could hear and see, and even how their young likely chirped.
Dinosaur skull scans reveal clues about flight—and communication
Understanding human trust in machine partners has become imperative due to the widespread use of intelligent machines in a variety of applications and contexts. The aim of this paper is to investigate ...
Promises and trust in human–robot interaction
Published in the Canadian Journal of Human Sexuality ... enhancement of sexual health and well-being, like understanding pleasure and communication,” Wood said. Parents in the Atlantic provinces ...
Most Canadian parents comfortable with sex ed, research finds
Gero, a Canadian biologist ... Linguists contend that even the most intelligent non-human animals lack a communication system that could be called language. But could whales prove an exception?
Groundbreaking effort launched to decode whale language
With temperatures at nearly 40 degrees below zero and winds at 60 miles per hour in Saskatchewan, workers had to shut down potash drilling operations because the company’s rig would become inoperable.
A Canadian Rig Rolls On—Even in Rough Weather
He doubled down in a second tweet, also issued Friday ... according to the Canadian Museum for Human Rights. Many lost all their property and thousands were later exiled to Japan.
Tory MP sorry after calling lockdowns greatest civil liberties breach since WWII internment camps
Trending Stories Risk of blood clots appears ‘even more rare’ on 2nd AstraZeneca dose ... ACT Alberta by calling 587-585-5236 or the Canadian Human Trafficking Hotline at 1-833-900-1010.
Owners of Calgary cleaning company charged with human trafficking
However, the B.C. government continues to remain silent on its support for an economic agreement tied to those very same human rights violations ... is co-chair of Horgan’s Chinese-Canadian Community ...
Horgan faces backlash for genocide-denying adviser
NASA and CSA have already announced that a Canadian astronaut ... Gateway to further our understanding of the effects of the space environment on astronaut health and human health," Isabelle ...
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